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                  Deodorant
                  The most advanced natural deodorant ever — in a revolutionary, refillable container that saves our planet from plastic waste.
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                  A nutrient-rich body wash formulated with natural ingredients to hydrate and soothe — designed to reduce plastic waste with an aluminum bottle & reusable pump.
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100% natural toothpaste in tablet form, designed to polish and strengthen your teeth. Crush one tablet between teeth, and start brushing for a healthier planet.
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100% biodegradable floss, designed with a durable, refillable container to reduce the single-use plastic waste in your oral care routine.
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Natural mouthwash reinvented in a portable tablet form. Swish and spit, all while saving our planet from single-use plastic. 60 tablets per refill.
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                  The most advanced natural deodorant ever — in a revolutionary, refillable container that saves our planet from plastic waste.
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                  A nutrient-rich body wash formulated with natural ingredients to hydrate and soothe — designed to reduce plastic waste with an aluminum bottle & reusable pump.
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An extra-moisturizing body wash in bar form, eliminating single-use plastic waste from your daily routine.
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Bamboo and cotton form a durable and plush swab that's 100% biodegradable, without single-use plastic. Contains 200 swabs.
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A natural sea sponge harvested from the Mediterranean designed to cleanse and exfoliate the skin. 
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100% natural toothpaste in tablet form, designed to polish and strengthen your teeth. Crush one tablet between teeth, and start brushing for a healthier planet.
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100% biodegradable floss, designed with a durable, refillable container to reduce the single-use plastic waste in your oral care routine.
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Natural mouthwash reinvented in a portable tablet form. Swish and spit, all while saving our planet from single-use plastic. 60 tablets per refill.
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A toothbrush made from bamboo with extra soft bristles, for a healthy smile and a healthier planet. 
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                  Shampoo
                  A nourishing, all-natural shampoo with argan and moringa oil — designed to reduce plastic waste with an aluminum bottle & reusable pump.
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                  An all-natural conditioner that locks in moisture for healthier hair — designed to reduce plastic waste with an aluminum bottle & reusable pump.
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An all-natural shampoo bar that nourishes your scalp and our planet, eliminating single-use plastic from your routine.
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Conditioner in bar form to eliminate single-use plastic waste from your hair care routine. Clean hair, clean planet
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                  Hand soap without the single-use plastic waste. Cube shape for easy grip and handling.
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A moisturizing hand sanitizer that comes in 3 pocket-size aluminum bottles — designed to reduce single-use plastic waste while on the go. 65% alcohol.
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                  8oz Hand Sanitizer
                  

A moisturizing, alcohol-based hand sanitizer in a large, 8 oz bottle — designed to refill 4 travel-size plastic sanitizer bottles.
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                  Toothpaste Container
                  A refillable toothpaste container, designed to reduce the single-use plastic in your dental care routine. Fits with your by Humankind toothpaste tablets (sold separately).
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A dual compartment travel bag made from 1.7 post-consumer recycled plastic bottles, contributing to a more circular economy.
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                  Deodorant Container
                  A refillable deodorant container, designed to reduce the single-use plastic in your daily routine. Fits with your by Humankind deodorant refills (sold separately).
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                  Mouthwash Container
                  A refillable mouthwash container, designed to reduce the single-use plastic in your dental care routine. Fits with your by Humankind mouthwash tablets (sold separately).
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Reduce the single-use plastic waste in your daily routine — routine sets save you $, and our planet.

      
    

    Shop Dental Routine
  




  
    Join a growing community that has eliminated over 45,000 pounds of single-use plastic waste — so far...
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          Best Sellers Bundle
           — $66
        

        Save $22 on our best sellers — deodorant, toothpaste, mouthwash, and floss.
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          Dental Routine Bundle
           — $49
        

        Save $17 on our plastic-free dental care — toothpaste, mouthwash, and floss.
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          Shower Routine Bundle
           — $46
        

        All natural shampoo, conditioner, and body wash formulated to nourish your hair & skin. Get $26 off.
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          Hair Care Bundle
           — $35
        

        shampoo and conditioner in aluminum bottles, formulated to cleanse & hydrate your hair. $15 off.
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          Plastic-Free Travel Bundles
           — $15+
        

        Each set is designed for a long weekend, without the plastic waste. Travel safe, travel kind.
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      The Daily Routine Set eliminates 5.66oz of single-use plastic waste from your routine. 

Small changes add up.
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      We create high-performing formulas that work as hard for you as our packaging does for our planet.

Our clean-ingredients are based in research, and safe for our daily routines.
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      We pack & ship products in recycled paper with soy-based inks, which you can recycle or compost. 

Earth-friendly packaging, always.
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    Reduce the single-use plastic waste in your routine.

    
      Shop All →
    
  





  
    See what
    our customers
    are saying about us.

  

  
    Kyle
    
      Best deodorant I’ve ever used and it’s all natural!

    

  


  
    Samantha
    
      First time trying tooth tabs, and these did not disappoint!

    

  


  
    Holly
    
      It works great, and I know that I'm helping improve the environment.

    

  


  
    Sarah
    
      Never going back to regular mouthwash!
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          Deodorant
           — $12
        

        Scientifically-proven to eliminate B.O.-causing bacteria 40% faster than other leading natural deodorants.
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          Body Wash
           — $20
        

        A nutrient-rich body wash formulated to hydrate and soothe — reduce plastic with the reusable pump.
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          Toothpaste
           — $12
        

        100% natural toothpaste in tablet form for healthy teeth and a healthy planet. 
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          Floss
           — $12
        

        100% biodegradable floss — in a durable, refillable container


      
      
        
          

        
      
    







  
    How bH Works
  

  
  
  
    What if you could save our planet from single-use plastic waste, just by getting ready in the morning?
  

  
  
  
    
    1—

    
    Today,



We'll send your refillable container and first refill. Containers are free when you subscribe.
  

    
    2—

    
    Ongoing,



Receive convenient refills on your schedule. Subscribe & save 10% or reorder as needed.
  

    
    3—

    
    Over Time,



You'll reduce your plastic footprint, saving our planet from single-use plastic waste.
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